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The Search for Autoimmune-Associated
Epilepsy Continues—Are We Getting
Closer to Our Target?

Clinical FeaturesWhich Predict Neuronal Surface Autoantibodies in New-Onset Focal Epilepsy: Implications
for Immunotherapies

McGinty RN, Handel A, Moloney T, et al. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry. 2020;92(3):291-294. doi:10.1136/jnnp-2020-325011

Objective: To generate a score which clinically identifies surface-directed autoantibodies in adults with new-onset focal epi-
lepsy and evaluate the value of immunotherapy in this clinical setting. Methods: Prospective clinical and autoantibody eva-
luations in a cohort of 219 consecutive patients with new-onset focal epilepsy. Results: A total of 10.5% (23/219) of people with
new-onset focal epilepsy had detectable serum autoantibodies to known or novel cell surface antigenic targets. Nine of 23 with
autoantibodies were diagnosed with encephalitis, by contrast to 0/196 without autoantibodies (P< .0001). Multivariate analysis
identified 6 features which predicted autoantibody positivity (area under the curve ¼ 0.83): age �54 years, ictal piloerection,
lowered self-reported mood, reduced attention, magnetic resonance imaging limbic system changes, and the absence of
conventional epilepsy risk factors. Eleven (79%) of 14 patients with detectable autoantibodies, but without encephalitis,
showed excellent long-term outcomes (modified Rankin Score ¼ 0) despite no immunotherapy. These outcomes were
superior to those of immunotherapy-treated patients with confirmed autoantibody-mediated encephalitis (P < .05).
Conclusions: Seizure semiology, cognitive and mood phenotypes, alongside inflammatory investigation findings, aid the
identification of surface autoantibodies among unselected people with new-onset focal epilepsy. The excellent
immunotherapy-independent outcomes of autoantibody-positive patients without encephalitis suggest immunotherapy
administration should be guided by clinical features of encephalitis, rather than autoantibody positivity. Our findings suggest
that, in this cohort, immunotherapy-responsive seizure syndromes with autoantibodies largely fall under the umbrella of
autoimmune encephalitis.

Antibodies Contributing to Focal Epilepsy Signs and Symptoms Score.

de Bruijn M, Bastiaansen AEM, Mojzisova H, et al. Ann Neurol. 2021;89(4):698-710. doi:10.1002/ana.26013.

Objective: Diagnosing autoimmune encephalitis (AIE) is difficult in patients with less fulminant diseases such as epilepsy. However,
recognition is important, as patients require immunotherapy. This study aims to identify antibodies in patients with focal epilepsy of
unknown etiology and to create a score to preselect patients requiring testing. Methods: In this prospective, multicenter cohort
study, adults with focal epilepsy of unknown etiology, without recognized AIE, were included, between December 2014 and
December 2017, and followed for 1 year. Serum, and if available cerebrospinal fluid, were analyzed using different laboratory
techniques. The ACES score was created using factors favoring an autoimmune etiology of seizures (AES), as determined by
multivariate logistic regression. The model was externally validated and evaluated using the Concordance (C) statistic. Results:
We included 582 patients, with median epilepsy duration of 8 years (interquartile range ¼ 2-18). Twenty (3.4%) patients had
AES, of whom 3 had anti-leucine-rich glioma inactivated 1, 3 had anti-contactin-associated protein-like 2, 1 had anti-N-methyl-
D-aspartate receptor, and 13 had antiglutamic acid decarboxylase 65 (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay concentrations
>10 000 IU/mL). Risk factors for AES were temporal magnetic resonance imaging hyperintensities (odds ratio [OR] ¼ 255.3,
95% CI¼ 19.6-3332.2, P< .0001), autoimmune diseases (OR ¼ 13.31, 95% CI ¼ 3.1-56.6, P¼ .0005), behavioral changes (OR
¼ 12.3, 95% CI ¼ 3.2-49.9, P ¼ .0003), autonomic symptoms (OR ¼ 13.3, 95% CI ¼ 3.1-56.6, P ¼ .0005), cognitive symptoms
(OR ¼ 30.6, 95% CI ¼ 2.4-382.7, P ¼ .009), and speech problems (OR ¼ 9.6, 95% CI ¼ 2.0-46.7, P ¼ .005). The internally
validated C-statistic was 0.95 and 0.92 in the validation cohort (n ¼ 128). Assigning each factor 1 point, an antibodies con-
tributing to focal epilepsy signs and symptoms (ACES) score �2 had a sensitivity of 100% to detect AES, and a specificity of
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imaging biomarker for secondary generalization of seizures.

However, the study methods and data/result presentation are

complicated and require some attention before we dive deeper

into the discussion of the results.

The authors present data of a large but overall heteroge-

neous group of TLE patients—MRI-negative patients, patients

with hippocampal sclerosis, dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial

tumors, and cavernomas. While not necessarily a major prob-

lem, combining all these groups prior to showing that their

task-related fMRI activations are not different (and that thala-

mic activations are not different) creates a potential confounder

that is not addressed in the study. Further, they utilize their “go-

to” fMRI task—verb fluency—to assess language lateralization

including thalamic involvement in the task. However, since

there is no performance tracking with this covert task, there

is no way of knowing how well the participants performed the

task and how performance on the task influenced the observed

fMRI activations. To offset this, they tested letter fluency as

part of their neuropsychological battery—there were some

group differences including significant differences between left

TLE with and without generalized seizures.

In the primary analysis, they compared fMRI activation

patterns in patients with FBTCS within the last year to patients

with no FBTCS (ie, only with focal seizures [FS]) in the last

year to find that the activation patterns were different between

the groups with higher fMRI activation and more leftward

activation in patients with FS including differences in thalami.

Of interest is the fact that some of the peak activations fell into

the anterior thalamic nuclei that, as we all know, are the target

of deep brain stimulation. In the post hoc analyses, they showed

that FS patients’ thalamic activations were similar to healthy

controls performing the same task but active FBTCS partici-

pants had overall lower thalamic activations when compared to

either of those two groups. Important is that having FBTCS in

the last year was the most significant determinant of thalamic

activation. The study would be very easy to understand and

interpret had they stopped their analyses here. However, the

authors performed several useful but very complicated analyses

that undoubtedly make the interpretation of the results difficult.

These additional, in-part confirmatory in-part follow-up anal-

yses are psychophysiologic interaction, graph theory, and

receiver operating characteristic (RUC) curve analyses. The

understanding and interpretation of these analyses is neither

intuitive nor simple. While disentangling these analyses is not

part of this commentary, for the purpose of better understand-

ing their approach, we can briefly state that psychophysiologic

interaction is a between regions connectivity analysis for fMRI

data that is context-dependent. Graph theory analysis, as

explained previously in great detail,5 allows mathematical

analysis and description of complex systems using terms such

as “hubs,” “centrality,” and “betweenness.” Finally, the term

ROC—probably most recognized by neurologists—is a binary

classifier that allows diagnostic discrimination between groups.

These analyses show that, in patients with active FBTCS, there

is greater context-dependent thalamo-temporal and thalamo-

motor connectivity, higher thalamic degree and betweenness

centrality, and that ROC curves discriminate well between

individuals with and without active FBTCS. These findings

also indicate that having active FBTCS changes the brain more

than having FS alone and that the presence and the degree of

the changes may be used as a biomarker for disease severity.

As complicated as these analyses are, the authors provide

meticulous description of the procedures performed and of the

results in the main body of the manuscript with additional

details included in the supplement. However, more important

are implications of this study. Since fMRI has been a mainstay

of presurgical language and verbal memory evaluation for

years,6 most epilepsy centers obtain fMRI as part of their pre-

surgical patient staging protocol. However, we cannot expect

that psychophysiologic interaction, graph theory, and ROC

curve analyses of the task-related fMRI data will be performed

in the course of such evaluation. Rather, what the study shows

is that the task fMRI data can be used not only to perform a

rather simplistic analysis of language lateralization but also to

identify the negative effects of pathophysiology (here seizures)

on brain networks. Whether independently or in combination

with other measures (eg, functional connectivity or thalamic

stereoelectroencephalography), future research could teach us

if/how such results could be applied to evaluating disease

severity, staging in presurgical evaluation, predicting out-

comes, or deciding the treatment approaches (eg, resection vs

implantable devices).

Perhaps more importantly, these findings teach us some-

thing about the disease itself. They provide information about

the pathophysiology of temporal lobe seizures, about the

negative effects of seizures not only on local but also on

remote executive brain regions (ie, confirm the proposed a

long-time ago “nociferous cortex hypothesis”7), and outline the

negative effects of FBTCS on brain connectivity and pathways

of information transfer. While previously such negative effects

have been documented in resting-state studies, this effort

extends those findings to cognitive tasks and task-based con-

nectivity. This study shows that the task data can be used not

only to localize and lateralize brain functions but also to mea-

sure the effects of the disease on brain networks and its

severity.
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84.9%. Interpretation: Specific signs point toward AES in focal epilepsy of unknown etiology. The ACES score (cutoff � 2) is
useful to select patients requiring antibody testing.

Commentary

Diagnosing and treating an autoimmune cause of seizures

remains a unique opportunity in the clinical practice of epilepsy

to use truly anti-epileptogenic rather than anti-seizure thera-

pies. How to best diagnose and treat autoimmune etiologies

of seizures remains, however, incompletely understood. In the

setting of acute symptomatic seizures secondary to autoim-

mune encephalitis, diagnostic criteria are available,1 and early

initiation of immune-targeted treatment is the standard of care.2

The entity of autoimmune-associated epilepsy, recently distin-

guished from autoimmune encephalitis by the International

League Against Epilepsy (ILAE), holds more unanswered

questions.3 McGinty et al4 and de Bruijn et al5 answer some,

and raise many.

1. How frequent is autoimmune-associated epilepsy?

The literature on that question holds conflicting results. One

study found antineuronal antibodies in a fifth of patients pre-

senting with new-onset seizures or epilepsy of unknown

cause,6 while others, specifically investigating chronic tem-

poral lobe epilepsy, found a much lower figure of around

5%.7,8 Why? The inclusion of patients identified on the inpa-

tient neurology ward and patients with new-onset seizures6

may reflect a diagnosis of autoimmune encephalitis, not just

autoimmune-associated epilepsy, which is the primary diag-

nostic dilemma. de Bruijn et al5 explicitly aim to identify those

with focal epilepsy of unknown cause, who do not have a

clinical diagnosis of encephalitis but who may harbor antineur-

onal antibodies, and come to the conservative figure of 3.4% of

patients being antibody positive, close to that of prior studies

explicitly including only chronic epilepsy.7,8 Meanwhile,

McGinty et al4 recruited patients with new-onset focal epilepsy,

and identified about 3 times as many antibody positive patients

(10.5%), but retrospectively found that about a third of these

had a clinical diagnosis of encephalitis,1 bringing the number

of true epilepsy cases with positive antibodies to 5.8%. There-

fore, if one only considers patients with epilepsy who do not

have clinically suspected autoimmune encephalitis, about 5%
of focal epilepsy of unknown cause is autoimmune.

2. Who should be considered for a diagnosis of

autoimmune-associated epilepsy?

If only 1 in 20 patients harbors antineuronal antibodies, then

testing all focal epilepsy of unknown cause for antineuronal

antibodies may not be cost effective. McGinty et al propose a

weighted score using older age, self-reported mood distur-

bance, limbic system lesions on magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI), ictal piloerection as positive predictors of antibody

positivity, and intact attention on cognitive testing and

presence of epilepsy risk factors as negative predictors. de

Bruijn et al5 proposes a simpler score, in which 2 or more of

comorbid autoimmune diseases, behavioral changes, cognitive

symptoms, speech problems, autonomic symptoms, and MRI

hyperintensities of the mesial temporal lobe, results in high

sensitivity for positive antibodies. Since cognitive and psychia-

tric comorbidities are common in epilepsy clinical practice, an

operationalized method of distinguishing the cognitive and

psychiatric complaints between focal epilepsy with and with-

out antibodies would have been welcome. Overall, both scores

performed better at detecting epilepsy with antineuronal anti-

bodies than the widely used antibody prevalence in epilepsy

(APE) score,6 which is likely better suited to detect acute symp-

tomatic seizures secondary to autoimmune encephalitis.

3. Are antibodies the gold standard for diagnosis?

The assumption in both papers, and most of the literature, is

that the detection of antineuronal antibodies in blood is the

primary method of diagnosing autoimmune-associated epi-

lepsy—its presence confirms the diagnosis, while its absence

excludes it. Let us examine both aspects of this statement.

Do all antibody positive patients have autoimmune-

associated epilepsy? The antibodies examined by de Bruijn

et al5 and McGinty et al have been extensively studied among

healthy controls and are thought to be specific to autoimmune

neurologic disorders. Although most studies investigating anti-

neuronal antibodies in epilepsy have excluded patients with

epilepsy of known cause, one study found that none of the

125 patients with a known etiology of seizures harbored anti-

bodies.9 But the interpretation of a positive test becomes gray

with certain antibodies, such as glycine-receptor, or neuropil

antibodies without a characterized antigen. Indeed, McGinty

et al and de Bruijn et al take different approaches to interpreting

these types of antibodies: the former include all positive tests in

their autoimmune cohort, while the latter take a more conser-

vative approach and categorize them as “possible” and

“probable” autoimmune etiologies of seizures.

Conversely, can a patient with autoimmune-associated epi-

lepsy be antibody negative? Seronegative autoimmune ence-

phalitis can occur, and even has diagnostic criteria.1 Similarly,

the specificity of the scores proposed by McGinty et al and de

Bruijn et al was not perfect. So there is a proportion of antibody

negative epilepsy patients who have a similar phenotype to

those with positive antibodies. In these studies, the lack of

systematic cerebrospinal fluid testing, central to the workup

of autoimmune encephalitis given the possibility of false ser-

onegative results, may lead to underdiagnosis if only serum is

investigated. But in clinical practice, there are also instances

when both serum and cerebrospinal fluid testing yield negative

results, in a patient with a “suspicious” phenotype. Do we then
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imaging biomarker for secondary generalization of seizures.

However, the study methods and data/result presentation are

complicated and require some attention before we dive deeper

into the discussion of the results.

The authors present data of a large but overall heteroge-

neous group of TLE patients—MRI-negative patients, patients

with hippocampal sclerosis, dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial

tumors, and cavernomas. While not necessarily a major prob-

lem, combining all these groups prior to showing that their

task-related fMRI activations are not different (and that thala-

mic activations are not different) creates a potential confounder

that is not addressed in the study. Further, they utilize their “go-

to” fMRI task—verb fluency—to assess language lateralization

including thalamic involvement in the task. However, since

there is no performance tracking with this covert task, there

is no way of knowing how well the participants performed the

task and how performance on the task influenced the observed

fMRI activations. To offset this, they tested letter fluency as

part of their neuropsychological battery—there were some

group differences including significant differences between left

TLE with and without generalized seizures.

In the primary analysis, they compared fMRI activation

patterns in patients with FBTCS within the last year to patients

with no FBTCS (ie, only with focal seizures [FS]) in the last

year to find that the activation patterns were different between

the groups with higher fMRI activation and more leftward

activation in patients with FS including differences in thalami.

Of interest is the fact that some of the peak activations fell into

the anterior thalamic nuclei that, as we all know, are the target

of deep brain stimulation. In the post hoc analyses, they showed

that FS patients’ thalamic activations were similar to healthy

controls performing the same task but active FBTCS partici-

pants had overall lower thalamic activations when compared to

either of those two groups. Important is that having FBTCS in

the last year was the most significant determinant of thalamic

activation. The study would be very easy to understand and

interpret had they stopped their analyses here. However, the

authors performed several useful but very complicated analyses

that undoubtedly make the interpretation of the results difficult.

These additional, in-part confirmatory in-part follow-up anal-

yses are psychophysiologic interaction, graph theory, and

receiver operating characteristic (RUC) curve analyses. The

understanding and interpretation of these analyses is neither

intuitive nor simple. While disentangling these analyses is not

part of this commentary, for the purpose of better understand-

ing their approach, we can briefly state that psychophysiologic

interaction is a between regions connectivity analysis for fMRI

data that is context-dependent. Graph theory analysis, as

explained previously in great detail,5 allows mathematical

analysis and description of complex systems using terms such

as “hubs,” “centrality,” and “betweenness.” Finally, the term

ROC—probably most recognized by neurologists—is a binary

classifier that allows diagnostic discrimination between groups.

These analyses show that, in patients with active FBTCS, there

is greater context-dependent thalamo-temporal and thalamo-

motor connectivity, higher thalamic degree and betweenness

centrality, and that ROC curves discriminate well between

individuals with and without active FBTCS. These findings

also indicate that having active FBTCS changes the brain more

than having FS alone and that the presence and the degree of

the changes may be used as a biomarker for disease severity.

As complicated as these analyses are, the authors provide

meticulous description of the procedures performed and of the

results in the main body of the manuscript with additional

details included in the supplement. However, more important

are implications of this study. Since fMRI has been a mainstay

of presurgical language and verbal memory evaluation for

years,6 most epilepsy centers obtain fMRI as part of their pre-

surgical patient staging protocol. However, we cannot expect

that psychophysiologic interaction, graph theory, and ROC

curve analyses of the task-related fMRI data will be performed

in the course of such evaluation. Rather, what the study shows

is that the task fMRI data can be used not only to perform a

rather simplistic analysis of language lateralization but also to

identify the negative effects of pathophysiology (here seizures)

on brain networks. Whether independently or in combination

with other measures (eg, functional connectivity or thalamic

stereoelectroencephalography), future research could teach us

if/how such results could be applied to evaluating disease

severity, staging in presurgical evaluation, predicting out-

comes, or deciding the treatment approaches (eg, resection vs

implantable devices).

Perhaps more importantly, these findings teach us some-

thing about the disease itself. They provide information about

the pathophysiology of temporal lobe seizures, about the

negative effects of seizures not only on local but also on

remote executive brain regions (ie, confirm the proposed a

long-time ago “nociferous cortex hypothesis”7), and outline the

negative effects of FBTCS on brain connectivity and pathways

of information transfer. While previously such negative effects

have been documented in resting-state studies, this effort

extends those findings to cognitive tasks and task-based con-

nectivity. This study shows that the task data can be used not

only to localize and lateralize brain functions but also to mea-

sure the effects of the disease on brain networks and its

severity.
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need to choose between phenotype and antibody result for a

definitive diagnosis?

Other medical fields use a combination of phenotypic char-

acteristics and antibody markers to establish a diagnosis, for

example, in rheumatologic disorders. Perhaps the “gold

standard” lies in the combination of phenotypic characteristics

with antibody markers.

4. Should we treat all patients with epilepsy and associ-

ated antibodies with immunotherapy?

In the context of autoimmune encephalitis, immunotherapy

is the cornerstone of treatment. Is the same true with

autoimmune-associated epilepsy? McGinty et al found that

those with positive antibodies, but without a clinical diagnosis

of encephalitis, had improved functional outcomes despite

receiving no immunotherapy compared to their antibody pos-

itive counterparts who did receive immunotherapy. We do not

know details on cognitive or seizure outcomes, and the ones

who received immunotherapy may have been “sicker” at diag-

nosis, but this preliminary data calls into question the need for

immunotherapy in all antibody positive patients that one might

extrapolate from autoimmune encephalitis.5 Further, response

to immunotherapy in GAD65-positive epilepsy, which com-

prised the majority of the antibodies found in the de Bruijn

cohort, is often poor.10 Whether all antibody positive epilepsy

patients need immunotherapy, and whether the specific mode

of immunotherapy should be the same for autoimmune-

associated epilepsy as for autoimmune encephalitis, remains

unknown.
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